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The Life & Religious Acts of Yongming Yanshou

1. DAHE (J.: DAIEI or DAIKAKU).  Eimyo doseki [or] Yomei doseki [Ch.: Yongming Daoji; The Reli-
gious Activities of Yongming Yanshou].  32 fine full-page woodcuts.  42 folding leaves.  Large 8vo, orig. blue 
wrappers (wrappers rather rubbed, minor soiling), modern manuscript label on upper cover, new stitch-
ing.  [Japan]: from the Japanese colophon on the penultimate leaf: “Nakano Zesui had the woodblocks 
carved & published this book mid-July 1655.” 

$4750.00

 First edition to be published in Japan, printed in Chinese with Japanese reading marks.  Yong-
ming Yanshou (J.: Eimei (or Yomei) Enju, 904-75), was a Chan master who had a profound impact 
on the development of Buddhism in East Asia.  Yanshou was a widely influential proponent of a scrip-
ture-based Chan, in opposition to the rhetorical and iconoclastic Chan of the Linji school.  He became 
the first master to teach both Meditation and Pure Land Buddhism, a synthesis that dominated Chi-
nese Buddhism after the Song dynasty.
 This finely illustrated biography of Yanshou was written by the late Ming monk Dahe.  It contains 
the later notes contributed by Yu Chunxi (jinshi 1583) and Huang Ruheng (1558–1626).  Yu Chunxi 
was a good friend of Zhuhong (1535-1615), and active in the late Ming Buddhist revival.  Huang 
Ruheng, who moved in the same intellectual circles, was a noted calligrapher.
 This rare work is well illustrated with a series of 32 full-page woodcuts, starting with a “true im-
age” of Yanshou.  The remainder of the woodcuts show the major religious events in his life, from his 
youth to old age.  We learn from the final leaf that our edition was copied from the Chinese edition of 
1606.
 Some worming throughout.  The woodcuts are largely free of worming at the beginning, but the 
final eight leaves are more affected.
 § In WorldCat, the authorship of the copy at Harvard (accession no. 43420760) is given as Daiei.



Published by Murakami Kanbee

2. PEI, Xiu, compiler & editor.  Huangbo shan Duanji chan shi chuan xin fa yao [Essential Teachings 
on the Transmission of the Mind by the Chan Master Huangbo Xiyun].  40 folding leaves.  Large 8vo (275 
x 180 mm.), orig. wrappers stained dark brown with fermented persimmon juice to prevent worming, 
new stitching.  From the final leaf: “Nijo tamaya cho Murakami Heirakuji” [this is a town within Kyoto 
known as Nijo tamaya cho; the publisher was Kanbee Murakami, and his shop’s name was Heirakuji], 
“1632” & “1634” [the final leaf gives these two dates based on the zodiac].

$5500.00

 Second edition to be published in Japan, printed in Chinese with Japanese reading marks.  This is a 
very rare book, and we find no copy in WorldCat.  Kawase records an extremely rare gozan ban edition 
printed in 1283 at one of the five temples at Kamakura.  
  These lectures, delivered at the monasteries of Longxingsi and Kaiyuansi by the Chan master 
Huangbo Xiyun (d. 850), were recorded by Pei Xiu (787?-860), the powerful Tang dynasty minister of 
state.  Pei, a devout Buddhist, was a prominent lay disciple of Huangbo.  Pei provided a preface to the 
lectures, dated 857, and “edited his notes together as the Chuanxin fayao and Wanling Lu [both con-
tained in the present book].  The two texts seem to have circulated together until the eleventh century.  
The central tenet of the Chuanxin fayo is the teaching of the ‘one mind’.  Since everything, including 
Buddhas and sentient beings, are all considered to be aspects of the one mind.”–Buswell & Lopez, The 
Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, p. 191.
 “The firm of Murakami Kanbee, which also went under the name of Heirakuji, is not only one of 
the earliest Kyoto commercial publishers that can be identified, but it is also one of the few publishing 
enterprises of the Tokugawa period that is still in business…The firm was founded in the early years of 
the seventeenth century and, according to its records, initially printed sinology, Buddhist books and 
works of Japanese history with movable type.”–Kornicki, The Book in Japan, p. 208 & see pp. 208-10 
for more on this publishing company.
 Fine copy.  Minor soiling and thumbing.



Kokonoe no mamori:
“Veritable Encyclopedias of Buddhist Iconography”

3. TALISMAN BUDDHIST SCROLLS.  A collection of ten talisman (or amulet) Buddhist wood-
block-printed scrolls on paper, of various heights & lengths, ranging from 60 to 80 mm. in height & from 
4360 to 10,715 mm. in length (the longest scroll is modern), in varying condition but generally in very 
good state.  [Japan]: mid- to late-Edo, except for the longest, which is modern.

$5000.00

 Ten very rare examples of kokonoe no mamori, good luck talismans printed in the form of ex-
tremely long and narrow scrolls; because of their ephemeral nature, they are rare today.  These talisman 
scrolls were not really meant to be unrolled and studied; instead, they were intended to be tightly rolled 
and kept in a small pouch close to the chest for good luck.
 “Such narrow but extremely long handscrolls, veritable encyclopedias of Buddhist iconography, 
received the name kokonoe no mamori (amulet in nine layers) during the Edo period, because they 
begin with [but not always, there are many without] a red seal in the shapes of a cauldron containing 
characters that can be read kokonoe no mamori.  All the scrolls start with [but not always, there are 
many without] an image of Ususama Myoo (S: Ucchushma), the king who has the power to burn away 
impurity and evil, and is followed by powerful magical syllables (J. shingon, S: mantra), various ‘seed’ 
mandalas in Sanskrit, and sutras in Chinese.  Next, Buddhist deities, including Esoteric icons, are de-
picted along the length of the handscroll; buddhas, bodhisattvas, the four guardian kings, the five great 
kings of light, Yakushi Buddha with sixteen protectors, and a thousand-armed Kannon (S: Sahasrabhu-
ja) with twenty-eight attendants.  Many cosmological deities are included: the nine luminaries and Tai-
zanfusei (related to the Big Dipper).  Such popularized Esoteric icons as Shoten (S: Nandikeshvara), 
Dakiniten (S: Dakini), Idaten (S: Skanda), Gozu Tenno, and Tawara Daikokuten (S: Mahakala) are also 
shown.  The last section of the scroll contains a series of dharani sutras in Sanskrit, magical formulas of 
knowledge that are composed of syllables with symbolic content…
 “Two types of kokonoe no mamori became popular in the Edo period as talismans for journeys and 
pilgrimages and as a part of the wedding trousseau.  One type has at the end of the scroll a portrait of 
Kukai, the founder of Shingon Esoteric Buddhism, while the other portrays Saicho, the found of Tendai 
Esoteric Buddhism.”–Masako Watanabe, The Written Image.  Japanese Calligraphy and Painting from the 
Sylvan Barnet and William Burto Collection, item 22 (pp. 86-88).
 As noted, these scrolls are in good to very good condition.  Some have wear or are wormed or have 
some considerable repairs.  A few have dampstaining.  As mentioned above, the longest scroll is mod-
ern.



A Rare Commentary on One of the Most Influential Treatises
in All of East Asian Buddhism; Printed on Mt. Koya

 
4. YUKAI.  Shaku Makaenron sho [A Collection of Commentaries to the Treatise on the Awakening of Faith 
According to the Mahayana].  More than 2150 folding leaves.  45 vols.  8vo, orig. wrappers, block-printed 
title labels on upper covers, new stitching.  From the final two pages of the final volume (in trans. & in a 
different order): “Mt. Koya: printed at the Kongobuji Temple, the owner of the woodblocks is the Kan-
gakuin Temple, & Yamamoto Heiroku is the general manager of the Eineibo, early spring 1657.”

$6500.00

 A very rare and massive Shingon text in 45 volumes with more than 2150 folding leaves, private-
ly printed at the Kongobuji Temple on Mt. Koya.  This is an example of a Buddhist work that was not 
commercially marketable, putting it in the company of scholarly texts or huge compilations of the full 
canon.  Such works were therefore privately printed at temples (see Kornicki, The Book in Japan, pp. 
152-53).  Printing of Shingon texts on Mt. Koya began in the 13th century, and the printing program 
of these texts on the mountain remained active into the 19th century.
 Yukai (or Shogen, 1345-1416), was a scholar-monk who lived on Mt. Koya.  He studied Esoteric 
Buddhism under Shinko at the Hosho-in Temple, of which he became head in 1374.  There, he estab-
lished a school called Homon.  Yukai is most notable for his criticism of breakaway sects of Esoteric 
Shingon Buddhism, especially the Tachikawa School, which believed that by incorporating sexual rites 
combined with “black magic,” its practitioners could achieve enlightenment.
 This work is Yukai’s extensive commentary on the Dasheng qi xin lun (Treatise on the Awakening of 
Faith According to the Mahayana), at one time attributed to Nagarjuna, the founder of the Madhyama-
ka school of Mahayana Buddhist philosophy.  Later, its authorship was credited to the Indian author 
Asvaghosa, but it is now widely assumed to be an indigenous Chinese text, composed in the 6th centu-
ry.  “Since its composition, the text has remained one of the most influential treatises in all of East Asian 
Buddhism…The author of the Dasheng qixin lun sought to reconcile two of the dominant, if seeming-
ly incompatible, strands in Mahayan Buddhism: Tathagatagargbha (embryo or womb of the buddhas) 
thought and the Alayavijinana (storehouse consciousness) theory of consciousness.”–Buswell & Lopez, 
The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, p. 221.
 Heiroku Yamamoto was the manager of the printing and publishing activities for five or six temples 
on Mt. Koya.
 In fine and fresh condition.  The upper wrapper of Vol. I is a little worn and soiled. Some minor 
worming in most volumes.  One or two of the volumes have somewhat more worming, but nowhere is 
it serious.



An Unrecorded Movable Type Edition

5. ZHILI (or SIMING ZHILI).  J.: Jippu [or Jufu] nimon shiyo sho [Ch.: Shibu’er men gen zhi yao chao; 
Exposition of The Essentials of the Ten Gates of Non-Duality].  Ten columns per page, 20 characters per col-
umn.  71 folding leaves.  Two parts in one vol.  8vo (270 x 180 mm.), orig. wrappers stained dark brown 
with fermented persimmon juice to prevent worming (nevertheless wrappers a little wormed), new stitch-
ing.  [Japan]: ca. 1600-40.

$9500.00

 A rare movable type edition, unrecorded by Kawase and Sorimachi and not in WorldCat.  The 
copies at the National Diet Library and Bukkyo University Library are different movable type editions.  
We learn from the final paragraph on the last leaf that this edition is an exact copy of the Chinese 
printed edition.
 Zhili (960-1028), was a Chinese monk of the Tiantai tradition.  “In 991, he became the abbot 
of Ganfusi, and four years later he began his residence at the monastery Bao’enyuan on Mt. Siming, 
whence his toponym…Zhili later found himself at the center of the Shanjia Shanwai or ‘Home-Moun-
tain/Off-Mountain’ debate that racked the Song-dynasty Tiantai school.”–Buswell & Lopez, The Prince-
ton Dictionary of Buddhism, p. 825.
 This is his commentary, written in 1004, on The Essentials of the Ten Gates of Non-Duality, by Jingxi 
Zhanran (711-82), the putative ninth patriarch of the Tiantai zong and one of the great revitalizers of 
the Tiantai tradition.  “From the Song forward, orthodox Tiantai doctrine has been based upon Zhili’s 
doctrinal elaborations on Tiantai teachings.  Zhili was best known for his interpretation of the thought 
of Zhanran…who commanded great respect and imperial patronage in the Tang Dynasty…
 “Zhili’s doctorial elaboration on Zhanran’s teachings was generated during debates with other Tian-
tai monk-scholars over Zhanran’s works.  The victorious faction, led by Zhili, was retrospectively known 
as the Home Mountain (shanjia) Teaching in contrast to their opponents, labeled the Off Mountain 
(shanwai) Teaching.  In [the present work], Zhili criticized his opponents’ interpolation of Huayan and 
Chan thought in Tiantai doctrine…
 “Zhili’s interpretation was canonized, other interpretations were left in oblivion.  Tiantai orthodoxy 
for the following centuries was defined during the Song Dynasty.”–Shin-yi Chao, “Chinese Religion in 
the Song and Alien Dynasties,” in Nadeau, ed., The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Chinese Religions, pp. 
106-07.
 Zhili’s text is preceded by a Preface by his friend and fellow priest, Zunshi (964-1032), who was 
the other pivotal figure in the Tiantai revival.
 A very good and crisp copy, preserved in a most attractive chitsu.  With some worming, most-
ly confined to the gutter or lower margins, occasionally touching a few characters.  A few of the final 
leaves have some worming.


